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As the tallest mountain in Japan, Mount Fuji stands as the 
symbol of our country, it shows the most beautiful and greatest 
side of Japan. 

The goal is to make our service to be exactly like the spirit of 
Mount Fuji, perfect and glorious. 

The MOUNT SERIES is made to accomplish this goal.

NEW ERA「令和」REIWA
NEW STANDARD「山」MOUNT



MOUNT SERIES is the key to your business 
that will bring you to the new era and goal 

your achievement.

High quality  High durability  High accuracy

MOUNT SERIES, which is the perfect 
interpretation of these Three Highs. It is 

suitable for the usage such as full service, 
self-service, and standard type.

Japan Standard
 Japan Quality



Abundant Lineup for all your needs
MOUNT SERIES could be provided multiple models, which can be adopted to the various stations. 
Select one suitable type for your stations.

MOUNT SERIES

MTTK1111 MTTK2221 MTTK4241 MTTK2221SD



MOUNT SERIES

Innovative design  New challenge
The design of MOUNT SERIES is 
innovated and advanced, which is 
breaking through the traditional design of 
the fuel dispenser, redesign it with the 
shape of  mountain「山」. 

Diversified functions

Customers can choose functions for their 
needs, such as JEJ IC card system, printer, 
etc. It helps increase your retailing 
options, makes your site more secure, 
helps reduce drive-offs and ultimately 
helps increase profits.

Calculator

The upgraded 8-digit readout can tackle 
with any currency in the world. It makes 
you and your customers getting the 
calculation effortlessly.

Hose and Nozzle management

The plastic type nozzle holder fits the 
nozzle perfectly and achieves high 
durability. The solution allows for quick 
and convenient filling. Stringent testing 
ensures them operate day-in-day-out 
with minimal fuss.



MTTK1111 MTTK2221 MTTK4241 MTTK2221SD

List of Functions

List of Functions/Models 
Model Suction 

Apperance

Fueling system diagram
P- Pump 
M-Meter 
C- Counter 
N- Nozzle 

Fiber glass display panel
Dimensions 1100W*2150H*640D 1100W*2150H*660D 1100W*2150H*660D 1100W*2150H*660D

Moniter
Pos preset
Keypad with display
Hose  13ft (Hard)
Hose  hanger

Swivel
Safety breakaway coupling
Safety breakaway coupling cover
Sight glass
Emergency-stop button
Static electricity discharge pad
Bulit-in printer
LED poster
JEJ IC card system

Auto-stop nozzle

Al
Plastic

High speed nozzle
Ultra-high speed

Nozzle  

Nozzle 
holder   



Main Specifications

Flow Rate

Normal:50L/min

High:70L/min Depends on the on-site STP capacity

Ultra-high:90L/min

 

Pump

Flexible Pipe

Internal silent gear pump with air separator

Suction strainer, Flexible pipe

By-pass valve and Suction check value

Display

Sale: 8 digits[0.01~999,999.99]

Liter: 8 digits[0.01~999,999.99]

Unit Price: 5 digits[0.01~999.99]

Other Funtions

Battery back-up

(Optional) Self-diagnosis

(Optional) Over voltage protector

 

 

Suction Pump Type Submersible Turbine Pump (STP)Type

Maunal Drive Handle

Motor

Flange type,1-1/2"threaded

Provided for maunal operation during power failure

Meter

Accuracy

4-piston positive displacement �owmeter with electionic adjuster

±0.3%

Reset Device

Nozzle

Automatic reset

Automatic nozzle, Spout outside diameter 21mm, 25mm

Type LCD

Electromagnetic Totalizer 8 digits 

Electronic Totalizer (Optional) 8 digits

Character Color Black charactors on a blue �eld with bright LED back light

(Optional) White/Yellow/Orange back light

Three-phase 380V 750W

(Optional)Single-phase 220-240V 750W

Hose
Black color hose, Oil resistance type, Inside diameter 16mm

(Optional) Red/Yellow/Green color hose

Counter

Provided

(Optional) Cabtyre cable

Safty Breakaway Couping

Wiring

ProvidedEmergency Stop Switch

(Optional)POS Interface

(Optional)Line Fuel Filter

(Optional)Anti Static Touch Pad

(Optional)Sight Glass

(Optional)Receipt Printer

(Optional)AD Display

(Optional)LED Message Board

 -40 to+ 60℃Ambient Temperature

≤80dB（A)Noise

≥0.06MPaInlet Vacuum

Note: The delivery speed of the pump may change due to the following conditions if it is used beyond JEJ's installation and operational instructions: 
          1) Size and length of hose      
          2) Size and type of nozzle/swivel     
         3) Type of oil product, suction conditions, and local piping conditions    
          4) With/without presets
Specifications are subject to change with or without prior notice. 

Introducing the JAPANENERJUMP fuel dispenser range

Sea Series
JEJ’s simple type fuel dispenser 
with one or two hoses, 
single-product system. Allows you 
to dispense one grade of fuel up 
to high speeds.

Mount Series
JEJ’s new design type fuel 
dispenser, multiproduct dispenser 
with ‘Mountain Sharp’ design and 
a complete range of payment 
and upgrade options.

Bright Series
JEJ’s simple basic type fuel 
dispenser with excellent cost 
performance, meet the basic 
needs of customers.

Power Series
JEJ’s leading multiproduct 
dispenser with smart operation 
interface. Provides good service 
for both gas stations and drivers.

Landman Series
JEJ’s basic type fuel dispenser has 
a range of models suitable for a 
variety of Gas Station, from full 
service to self service.

Windy Series
JEJ’s biggest design type fuel 
dispenser, multiproduct dispenser 
with ‘Longer Hose’ design and a 
big display.
Choose from a complete suite of 
payment and upgrade options.



All of our products are packed with the reliable and efficient components that add powerful 
benefit to your business.
We deliver  ‘Japan Quality Japan Standard’ dispensers to you.


